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We propose a theory that jointly accounts for an asset illiquidity and for the asset price potential over-reliance on 
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information, the market hovers in a high liquidity state, and the volume of informational trading is high. Over-
reliance on public information results from investors' under-reaction to their private signals which, in turn, 
dampens uncertainty reduction over liquidation prices, favoring an increase in price risk and illiquidity. Therefore, 
a highly illiquid market implies higher expected returns from contrarian strategies. Equivalently, illiquidity arises as 
a byproduct of the lack of participation of informed investors in their capacity of liquidity suppliers, a feature that 
appears to capture some aspects of the recent crisis. 
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Liquidity plays an important role in the valuation of nancial assets.1 A relevant aspect of
liquidity relates to the provision of immediacy, i.e. investors' readiness to hold a position
in an asset in order to bridge the osetting needs of agents who enter the market at dierent
points in time (Grossman and Miller (1988)). A higher uncertainty over the price at which asset
inventories can be unwound creates inventory risk, thereby reducing investors' ability to provide
immediacy, and curtailing liquidity.2 In markets with heterogeneous information, the risk of
facing adverse selection at interim liquidation dates adds to inventory risk, potentially further
increasing illiquidity. When prices reect more eciently the fundamentals, adverse selection
is less of an issue, as the speculative opportunities oered by private information are scarcer.
Price eciency, in turn, hinges on investors' responses to their private signals. This implies
that in equilibrium, both market illiquidity and investors' response to private information are
jointly determined. Equivalently, illiquidity must proxy for the amount of information that,
via equilibrium prices, investors transmit to the market.
The impact of private information on asset prices is also at the core of the recent literature
that emphasises the role of investors' Higher Order Expectations (HOEs) over asset payos
in asset price determination (i.e., investors' expectations about other investors' expectations
about ...the liquidation value). It is a basic tenet of this literature that if prices are driven
by HOEs over the nal payo, they over-rely on public information, systematically departing
from fundamentals compared to consensus (Allen, Morris, and Shin (2006)). While this result
speaks to the informational properties of asset prices, it is less clear what its implications for
market quality are.
In this paper we propose a theory that jointly accounts for an asset illiquidity and for
the asset price potential over-reliance on public information. We argue that in general asset
prices reect investors' HOEs about the two factors that inuence the aggregate demand:
fundamentals and liquidity trades. We show that it is precisely when asset prices are driven
by investors' HOEs about fundamentals (and therefore over-rely on public information) that
the market displays high illiquidity, and the volume of informational trading is low; conversely,
when HOEs about fundamentals are subdued, asset prices under-rely on public information, the
market hovers in a high liquidity state, and the volume of informational trading is high. Over-
reliance on public information results from investors' under-reaction to their private signals
which, in turn, dampens uncertainty reduction over liquidation prices, favoring an increase in
adverse selection risk and illiquidity. Therefore, a highly illiquid market implies higher expected
returns from contrarian strategies. Equivalently, illiquidity arises as a byproduct of the lack of
participation of informed investors in their capacity of liquidity suppliers, a feature that seems
to capture some aspects of the recent crisis (see, e.g. Distaso, Fernandes, and Zikes (2010) and
Nagel (2010)).
1There is by now a well established literature showing that illiquid assets command a return premium (see,
e.g., P astor and Stambaugh (2003), and Acharya and Pedersen (2005)).
2Several authors document intermediarys' concern over the time-varying patterns of asset illiquidity. See
e.g. Comerton-Forde, Hendershott, Jones, Moulton, and Seasholes (2010).
2More in detail, we study a market in which overlapping generations of risk-averse, rational
investors interact with liquidity traders. The former live for two periods and are informed
about a pay-o that will be announced at a future date, which occurs beyond their investment
horizon; the latter, instead, are uninformed and submit a random market order, potentially
holding their positions during more than one trading round. When young, rational investors
absorb liquidity traders' orders, thereby acting as \market-makers." Once old, the former
unwind their positions against the reverting portion of the latter demand and take advantage
of the new cohort of rational investors to unload the residual part of their inventory. Thus, as
trading frequencies are heterogenous across investors' types, rational investors provide liquidity
when young and consume it when old. This implies that when they determine their holdings,
they take into account the inventory and adverse selection risk they will face at the liquidation
date. We show that this feature of the model generates a number of important implications.
If in a given period rational investors anticipate that their next period peers will increase
their exposure to the risky asset, they face adverse selection risk at the liquidation date which
will make the market more illiquid. As a consequence, the price at which they unwind becomes
more dicult to forecast with their private signal, and they scale down their response to private
information. This, in turn, lowers the informativeness of equilibrium prices, opening more
opportunities to speculate on private information to the informed investors who enter the
market in the following period, justifying the anticipated increase in illiquidity. If, on the other
hand, in a given period investors anticipate that their next period peers lower their exposure
to the risky asset, the market in which they unwind will be more liquid. As a consequence,
the liquidation price becomes more easy to forecast with their information, and they step up
the use of private signals. This, in turn, increases the informativeness of equilibrium prices,
reducing the opportunities to speculate on private information opened to the next generation
of informed investors, justifying the anticipated decrease in illiquidity. We thus show that the
presence of such a positive feedback loop across trading dates is conducive to multiple equilibria
which can be ranked in terms of illiquidity.
As rational investors hold disparate signals, the illiquidity result also has implications for the
information aggregation properties of asset prices. Dierently from the existing literature, we
show that in our setup the occurrence of over-reliance on public information is closely related
to the type of equilibrium that arises. Along the equilibrium in which investors anticipate
high future illiquidity, the risk of adverse price movements at the time of position unwinding
causes over-reaction to public information; this generates a price that is poorly related to
fundamentals. Conversely, when investors anticipate low future illiquidity, the price under-
reacts to public information and tracks more closely the fundamentals. Thus, while HOEs over
fundamentals are necessary for over-reaction to public information, they are not sucient.
The existence of multiple equilibria leaves open the question of which equilibrium is more
likely to arise. As our intuitive argument has claried, in our setup multiple equilibria rely on
the positive feedback loop that links investors' response to private information in a given period
to the illiquidity of the following period market. Thus, any eect that moderates such a loop is
3likely to restore uniqueness. With this idea in mind we show that when either liquidity traders'
demand becomes transient or when a spike in the residual uncertainty aecting fundamentals
hits the market, a unique equilibrium arises. In this equilibrium the market is more illiquid
and prices always over-react to public information. Indeed, when agents' liquidity needs are
fully synchronized, the cohort of rational investors who enters the market in a given period
anticipates that liquidity traders will completely revert their position in the following period,
providing the natural counterpart to their position unwinding. This, in turn, reduces the need
to anticipate the liquidation price, and enforces an equilibrium in which rational investors over-
react to public information.3 Similarly, when fundamentals uncertainty spikes, asset prices
increasingly reect liquidity shocks and rational investors have little use for their signals. In
both cases, thus, it is the possibility to focus on servicing the needs of liquidity traders that
\distracts" rational investors from forecasting the fundamentals, yielding an equilibrium with
higher price risk and higher illiquidity.
Our model can shed light on the impact that heterogeneous trading frequencies have on
market liquidity. Indeed, the low illiquidity equilibrium arises precisely because when the
horizon of liquidity traders diers from the one of informed investors, the latter anticipate
a potential adverse selection risk at the liquidation date. Along this equilibrium, liquidity
traders' losses are minimized, which leads to conclude that if they had access to the same
trading technology available to informed investors, liquidity traders would adopt it. However,
in this case as trading frequencies coincide, the adverse selection risk at the liquidation date
disappears together with the low illiquidity equilibrium. Thus, an implication of our analysis
is that while trading at high frequencies may generate liquidity improvements (as empirically
documented, for example, by Hendershott, Jones, and Menkveld (2010)), these improvements
are not necessarily exploitable by those who are to gain the most from it, namely liquidity
traders. A further implication of our model is that with dierential information, the existence
of a discrepancy in the speed at which dierent types of investors can turn around their positions
can be responsible for indeterminacy, making liquidity dependent on a coordination problem
across dierent generations of investors, and thereby endogenously creating a source of liquidity
risk.
Our model also provides a theoretical underpinning for the empirically documented positive
association between illiquidity and asset expected returns.4 In fact we show that it is precisely
along the high illiquidity equilibrium that the asset expected returns are higher and rational
investors concentrate on the supply of immediacy to liquidity traders acting as \contrarians."
If, on the other hand, price risk is low, the market is liquid, liquidity supply is not very prof-
itable (low price risk and thus low risk compensation) and investors act as \trend chasers."
As argued above, whether price risk is high or low depends on a coordination problem and we
predict that high price risk occurs when informed investors refrain from using private infor-
3In this case our model coincides with Allen, Morris and Shin (2006).
4Acharya and Pedersen (2005), estimate that low liquidity stocks command a 4.6% higher expected return
over high liquidity stocks. Brennan and Subrahmanyam (1996) nd that low liquidity portfolios earn an extra
6.6% yearly return over high liquidity portfolios.
4mation exactly because prices are mainly driven by liquidity shocks which are orthogonal to
fundamentals. Therefore, our model implies that liquidity provision is protable when there is
little informational trading in the market.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section we review the related
literature. We spell out the model's assumptions and analyse the model in a setting with
no private information. We then turn to the market with heterogeneous information. In
the following section we relate our illiquidity result to the literature on HOEs. We conclude
analyzing extensions and providing a discussion of our results.
2 Related literature
This paper is related to a growing literature that points out the relevance of higher order
expectations in inuencing asset prices. As our previous discussion suggests, we depart from
the main tenet of this literature and point out that price over-reliance on public information is
intimately related to the transience of liquidity traders' demand.5 Bacchetta and van Wincoop
(2008) study the role of higher order beliefs in asset prices in an innite horizon model showing
that higher order expectations add an additional term to the traditional asset pricing equation,
the higher order \wedge," which captures the discrepancy between the price of the asset and the
average expectations of the fundamentals. Kondor (2009), in a model with short-term Bayesian
traders, shows that public announcements may increase disagreement, generating high trading
volume in equilibrium. Nimark (2007), in the context of Singleton (1987)'s model, shows that
under some conditions both the variance and the impact that expectations have on the price
decrease as the order of expectations increases. Other authors have analyzed the role of higher
order expectations in models where traders hold dierent initial beliefs about the liquidation
value. Biais and Bossaerts (1998) show that departures from the common prior assumption
rationalise peculiar trading patterns whereby traders with low private valuations may decide
to buy an asset from traders with higher private valuations in the hope to resell it later on
during the trading day at an even higher price. Cao and Ou-Yang (2005) study conditions for
the existence of bubbles and panics in a model where traders' opinions about the liquidation
value dier.6 Banerjee, Kaniel, and Kremer (2009) show that in a model with heterogeneous
priors, dierences in higher order beliefs may induce price drift. Ottaviani and Srensen (2009),
in a static model of a binary prediction market where agents hold heterogeneous prior beliefs
and are wealth constrained (either exogenously, by the rules of the market, or because of their
attitude towards risk), show that the fully revealing REE price underweights aggregate private
information.
The paper is also related to the literature that investigates the relationship between the
impact of short-term information on prices and investors' reaction to their private signals (see,
e.g. Vives (1995), Cespa (2002), and Vives (2008) for a survey). Several authors have argued
5In a related paper, we show that a similar conclusion holds in a model with long term investors (see Cespa
and Vives (2009)).
6Kandel and Pearson (1995) provide empirical evidence supporting the non-common prior assumption.
5that when private information is related to an event which occurs beyond the date at which
investors liquidate their positions, the latter act on their signals only if they expect them to
be reected in the price at which they liquidate (see, e.g., Dow and Gorton (1994) and Froot,
Scharfstein, and Stein (1992)). In our context the main driver in investors' reaction to private
signals is the uncertainty over the illiquidity of the market in which they unwind their positions.
Indeed, the impossibility to pin down a particular level of future illiquidity is responsible for
investors' over- or under-reaction to private information which in turn feeds back into dierent
equilibrium levels of illiquidity.
Our analysis is also related to the literature that emphasizes the impact of illiquidity on
asset prices. Amihud and Mendelson (1986) argue that the presence of an exogenous trans-
action cost due to illiquidity leads investors to anticipate higher costs when unwinding their
positions, thereby leading to an increase in the discount factor with which they evaluate the
asset payo. Vayanos (1998) in a multi-asset model with proportional transaction costs, shows
that in equilibrium a number of counterintuitive results can arise. In our paper illiquidity arises
endogenously, as a result of investors' uncertainty over the price at which they unwind their
positions. Furthermore, we relate illiquidity to investors' contrarian strategies, and to the role
that HOEs about fundamentals have in driving the asset price, showing that in an illiquid
market liquidity provision is more protable, and that prices over-rely on public information.
Finally, our paper is also related to the literature on behavioral nance (see Barberis and
Thaler (2003) for a survey). As we will argue, our setup can accommodate overreaction to
private information as well as high volumes of informational trading and low returns from
short-term trading in a model where all investors, except for liquidity traders, are free from
behavioral biases.
3 A three-period market with short term investors
Consider a three-period version of the noisy rational expectations market analyzed by Admati
(1985) where a single risky asset with liquidation value v  N( v; 1
v ), and a risk-less asset with
unitary return are traded by a continuum of risk-averse speculators in the interval [0;1] together
with liquidity traders. At any trading date n, a cohort of of risk averse, rational investors in the
interval [0;1] enters the market, loads a position in the risky asset which it unwinds in period
n + 1. A rational investor i has CARA preferences (denote with  the common risk-tolerance
coecient) and maximizes the expected utility of his short term prot in = (pn+1 pn)xin.7 An
investor i who enters the market in period n receives a signal sin = v+in, where in  N(0; 1
 ),
v and in are independent for all i;n and error terms are also independent both across time
periods and investors. We assume an investor i who enters the market in period n observes the
past period prices up to period n 1, denoted by pn 1  fptg
n 1
t=1 , and submits a linear demand
schedule (generalized limit order) to the market Xn(sin;pn 1;pn) = ansin   'n(pn) indicating
the desired position in the risky asset for each realization of the equilibrium price pn. The
7We assume, without loss of generality, that the non-random endowment of investors is zero.
6constant an denotes the private signal responsiveness, while 'n() is a linear function of the
equilibrium prices pn.
The stock of liquidity trades is assumed to follow an AR(1) process:
n = n 1 + un; (3.1)
where un  N(0; 1
u ) is orthogonal to n 1, and  2 [0;1]. To interpret, suppose  < 1,
then at any period n > 1 four groups of agents are in the market: the n   1-th and n-th
generations of rational investors with demands xn 1 
R 1
0 xin 1di, and xn 
R 1
0 xindi, a fraction
1    of the n   1-th generation of liquidity traders who revert their positions, and the new
generation of liquidity traders. Considering the rst two trading dates and letting x2  x2 x1,
2  2   1 = u2 + (   1)1, at equilibrium this implies
x1 + 1 = 0
x2 + 2 = 0 , x2 + 1 + u2 = 0:
At date 1 the rst cohort of rational investors clears the share supply 1. At date 2 a fraction
(1 )1 of the trades initiated by liquidity traders at time 1 reverts. Hence, period 1 rational
investors clear the complementary fraction 1 =  x1 against the new aggregate demand:
x2 + u2. In general, the lower is , the higher is the fraction of period n liquidity traders who
revert their positions at time n + 1, and the lower is the fraction of rational investors' trades
that are cleared against the n + 1-th aggregate demand. 8
Besides capturing an empirically documented feature of the demand of liquidity traders
(see, e.g., Easley et al. (2008)), assuming persistence in liquidity trades allows to model in a
parsimonious way the possibility that agents in the market have dierent horizons: when  = 0
each generation of rational investors and liquidity traders have the same investment horizon; as
 grows, investment horizons become increasingly dierent. Dierent investment horizons can
be justied on grounds of asynchronous liquidity needs, or of dierential access to a trading
technology. Accordingly, as we will argue in section 8.1, informed investors can be seen as
high frequency traders that are able to turn around their positions at a faster speed compared
to liquidity traders. Table 1 displays the evolution of liquidity trades and rational investors'
positions in the three periods.9
We denote by Ein[Y ] = E[Y jsin;pn], En[Y ] = E[Y jpn] (Varin[Y ] = Var[Y jsin;pn], Varn[Y ] =
Var[Y jpn]), respectively the expectation (variance) of the random variable Y formed by a trader
conditioning on the private and public information he has at time n, and that obtained condi-
tioning on public information only. The consensus opinion about the fundamentals at time




0 Ein[v]di. Finally, we let En = =in, where
8The AR(1) assumption for liquidity traders' demand is not new in the literature. For instance, He and
Wang (1995) consider a model with long term investors in which liquidity trading is generated by an AR(1)
process.
9For a suciently large number of trading rounds N, the stock of liquidity trades reverts completely. Indeed,
according to the table, at any generic time N the fraction of the rst period stock of liquidity that has reverted
is given by 1(1   )
PN 2
t=0 
t = (1   
N 1)1 ! 1 as N grows large.
7Trading Date 1 2 3
Liquidity traders
Position 1 = u1 2 = 1 + u2 3 = (1 + u2) + u3
Holding   1 (1 + u2)
New shock u1 u2 u3
Reverting   (1   )1 (1   )(1 + u2)
Rational investors
Position x1 x2 x3
Reverting   x1 x2
Table 1: The evolution of liquidity trades and rational investors' positions in the three periods.
The position of liquidity traders in every period is given by the sum of \Holding" and \New
shock."
in  (Varin[v]) 1 and make the convention that, given v, at any time n the average sig-
nal
R 1
0 sindi equals v almost surely (i.e. errors cancel out in the aggregate:
R 1
0 indi = 0).
Therefore, we have Ein[v] = Ensin + (1   En)En[v], and  En[v] = Env + (1   En)En[v].
4 The market without private information
In this section we assume away private information (i.e., we impose n = 0). In this case,
rational investors can perfectly observe the stock of liquidity trades and always act as market
makers, providing immediacy as in Grossman and Miller (1988). It is then possible to show
that
Proposition 1. In the market without private information, there exists a unique equilibrium
in linear strategies where for n = 1;2;3:
Xn(n) =  n (4.1)
pn =  v + nn; (4.2)





while 3 = (v) 1.
Proof. See the appendix. 2
According to (4.1) and (4.2), rational investors always take the other side of the order ow,
buying the asset at a discount when n < 0 and selling it at a premium otherwise. Indeed, as
demand shocks are only driven by liquidity trading, rational investors anticipate return reversal
and prot from the supply of immediacy to liquidity traders:





8The larger is the stock of liquidity trades n, the larger is the adjustment in the price rational
investors require in order to absorb it. Therefore, the price impact of trades n proxies for the
illiquidity of the market. A higher price risk increases illiquidity and also investors' expected
prots, as one can see by taking the expectation of (4.4):




According to (4.3), at any time n < 3, market illiquidity captures two eects, both of
which are related to the inventory risk due to liquidity traders' demand. On the one hand,
due to the randomness of liquidity trades, investors bear the risk related to the price at which
they will unwind their position; on the other hand, due to the persistence of liquidity traders'
demand, they anticipate the impact that the unwinding of a fraction of their holdings to the
next cohort of rational investors will have on the next period price as a result of the increased
risk exposure this implies for the next cohort of rational investors. The former eect is reected
in the conditional variance of the liquidation price (scaled by risk tolerance) Varn[pn+1]=; the
latter, is instead captured by the anticipated illiquidity component n+1.
More persistent liquidity trades imply a stronger eect due to investors' position unwinding.
This, in turn, pushes investors to adjust more harshly the price for a given realization of liquidity
traders' demand: 10
Corollary 1. In the market with homogeneous information @n=@ > 0, for n = 1;2.
5 The market with heterogeneous information
With heterogeneous information, the aggregate demand is driven by liquidity trades and funda-
mental information shocks, and illiquidity thus proxies for the two risks investors face: inventory
and adverse selection. This creates two types of adverse selection problems: On the one hand,
when loading their position, investors cannot perfectly observe the stock of noise and need to
infer it from the aggregate demand to decide how to position themselves with respect to the
market; on the other hand, when trading frequencies dier, when unwinding their position,
investors do not know who will take the other side of their orders. These two problems are
interrelated since, if in period n investors anticipate that their next period peers will increase
their exposure to the risky asset (i.e. that they will unwind in the hands of informed investors),
this implies that they will suer from adverse selection risk at the liquidation date. This,
added to the inventory risk will increase the illiquidity of the market, making the liquidation
price harder to forecast, potentially leading period n investors to scale down their reliance on
private information. As a consequence, the aggregate demand in period n is less inuenced by
informed trading, a fact that in turn aects investors' decision on how to position themselves
with respect to the market, and opens more speculative opportunities to informed investors in
10Equivalently, all else equal, a larger  by making the demand of liquidity traders more persistent increases
the risk that investors at n shed on the shoulders of their next period peers who in turn require a larger
compensation which feeds back into the illiquidity of the period n market.
9period n + 1. If investors in period n anticipate that their next period peers will reduce their
exposure to the risky asset, the illiquidity of the market in which the former liquidate is set
to decrease (as adverse selection risk now is reduced). This implies that investors in period n
can better forecast the liquidation price with their information, leading them to scale up their
reliance on their private signal. This can reinforce the impact of informed trading in period
n aggregate demand, inuencing informed investors' position in the market, an reducing the
speculative opportunities of informed investors in period n+1. As we will argue in Section 5.1,
this leads to equilibria with self-fullling illiquidity (see Figure 1).
We start by giving a general characterisation of the equilibrium. The following proposition
characterises equilibrium prices:








+ (1   Pn)En[v]; (5.1)
where n = un+n 1, and an, Pn denote respectively the responsiveness to private information
at time n displayed by investors and the equilibrium price.
According to (5.1), at period n the equilibrium price is a weighted average of the market
expectation about the fundamentals v, and a monotone transformation of the n-th period
aggregate demand intercept.11 A straightforward rearrangement of (5.1) yields




= n (an (v   En[v]) + n);
implying that there is a discrepancy between pn and En[v] which, as in (4.2), captures a premium
which is proportional to the expected stock of liquidity that is available at time n. Given that
via the observation of the aggregate demand, investors infer fundamentals information this
premium drives a wedge between the equilibrium price pn and the semi-strong ecient price
En[v]:
Corollary 2. At any linear equilibrium of the market, the price incorporates a premium above
the semi-strong ecient price:
pn = En[v] + nEn[n]; (5.3)





while 3 = 1=(i3).
11This is immediate since in any linear equilibrium
R 1
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Figure 1: Information driven liquidity spillovers across time.
11Expressions (5.3) and (5.4) parallel (4.2) and (4.3), in that also in the presence of hetero-
geneous information rational investors require a compensation to clear the market. However,
in this case due to the presence of informed investors, price changes also reect the arrival of
new information about the asset liquidation value, and n only captures one component of the
illiquidity at time n. More formally, denoting by an = an   an 1, and by zn = anv + un
the \new" information reected in the n-th period aggregate demand by the change in position
of informed investors and the new liquidity shock, we obtain
Corollary 3. At any linear equilibrium of the market, short term returns are given by













captures the illiquidity of the market at time n.
According to (5.6), illiquidity reects the \total" price impact of net trades and is given by
the sum of two components: the rst component (n) corresponds to the illiquidity measure
in the market with no private information, and reects the inventory risk investors bear when
clearing the position of liquidity traders. The second component ((1 nan)anu=n) reects
the adverse selection risk investors face owing to the presence of heterogeneous information.12
Note that if  > 0, adverse selection risk can either magnify or reduce illiquidity, depending on
the sign of an. Intuitively, when  > 0 informed investors in period n 1 unwind a fraction of
their orders against the new cohort of investors who enter the market in the following period.
How informed investors in period n decide to react to these orders depends on the speculative
opportunities that they envisage to exploit. If, given the information that has been revealed in
the previous trading rounds, period n informed investors anticipate the possibility to exploit
their private information, they absorb these orders, increasing their exposure to the risky asset.
In this case an > an 1 and thus an > 0 and, as more private information is reected in the
price in period n, adverse selection has a positive eect on illiquidity. However, if in period n
informed investors view little speculative opportunities, they choose to lower their exposure to
the risky asset. In this case an < an 1, an < 0, and the adverse selection component has a
negative impact on (i.e., it lowers) illiquidity.13
An immediate consequence of (5.5) is that
Corollary 4. At any linear equilibrium of the market




12Indeed, atu=t denotes the OLS regression coecient assigned to zt in the regression of v over
fz1;z2;:::;zng.
13In this discussion we are taking nan < 1, which, as we will argue in the next section is always true in the
equilibrium of the 2-period market.
12Expression (5.7) has two implications: on the one hand, it shows that short term returns are
predictable based on public information and that such predictability depends on the possibility
to correctly extrapolate liquidity traders' demand from the aggregate demand; on the other
hand, similarly to the market with no information (see equation (4.5)), for a given expected
demand of liquidity traders in period n, higher price risk commands higher expected returns.14
Due to the presence of informed trading, however, an estimated positive (negative) liquidity
shock, does not necessarily lead investors to take the other side of the market:










where zn = fztgn











; n = 1;2; (5.9)





According to (5.8), at any period n < 3, a rational investor's strategy is the sum of two
components. The rst component captures the investor's activity based on his private estima-
tion of the dierence between the fundamentals and the n-th period equilibrium price. This is
akin to \long-term" speculative trading, aimed at taking advantage of the investor's superior
information on the liquidation value of the asset. The second component captures the investor's
activity based on the extraction of order ow, i.e. public, information. This trading is instead
aimed at timing the market by exploiting short-run movements in the asset price determined by
the evolution of the future aggregate demand. Upon observing this information, and depending
on the sign of the dierence Pn   En, rational investors engage either in \market making"
(when Pn   En < 0, thereby accommodating the aggregate demand) or in \trend chasing"
(when Pn En > 0, thus following the market). To x ideas, suppose that En[n] > 0 (which,
given (5.7), implies En[pn+1   pn] < 0). Given that
En[n] = an (v   En[v]) + n;
rational investors' reaction to this observation depends on whether they believe it to be driven
by liquidity trades or fundamentals information. In the former case, they anticipate that the
impact of their position unwinding on the n + 1 price will be negative. Hence, if Pn < En,
they take the other side of the market, acting as market makers and shorting the asset (at a
premium above En[v]) in the expectation of buying it back at a lower price in period n + 1.
If, on the other hand, they attribute their estimate to fundamentals information, they instead
14If prices were set by risk neutral market makers (as, e.g., in Vives (1995)) the marginal investor would not
bear price risk, and expected returns would be unpredictable based on public information.
13anticipate that their position unwinding will have a positive impact on the n+1 price. Hence,
if Pn > En, they buy the asset (once again at a premium above En[v]), expecting to resell it
at a price that reects the positive news, eectively chasing the trend.
Accordingly, the impact that rational investors' estimate of the supply shock has on pn and
on pn+1   pn changes depending on whether they act as contrarians or trend chasers. To see











where  En[v] 
R 1
0 Ein[v]di = Env +(1 En)En[v], and En = =in. Shifting the time index
one period ahead in (5.5), we obtain:








According to (5.11) and (5.12) when rational investors act as contrarians (Pn < En), an
estimated positive supply shock at time n (En[n] > 0) has a negative impact on pn and on
pn+1 pn; conversely, when they chase the market (Pn > En), the same estimate has a positive
impact both on pn and on pn+1 pn. This latter possibility can never occur in a market without
private information. Indeed, as noted in the previous section, in such a market prices are not
tied to a persistent factor, and thus are never expected to trend.
5.1 Multiple equilibria and illiquidity
When N = 2, we can prove existence and analytically characterize the set of equilibrium
solutions:
Proposition 3. When N = 2, linear equilibria always exist. If  2 (0;1]:
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1 . When a1 = a
1 investors are contrarians (P1 < E1), while when a1 = a
1 ,
they chase the market (P1 > E1);
2. When a1 = a
1, 2(a
1;a2) > 0, while when a1 = a
1 , 2(a
1 ;a2) < 0. Furthermore,
j2(a
1 ;a2)j < 2(a
1;a2), and prices are more informative along the low illiquidity equi-
librium.






investors are contrarians (P1 < E1), and the second period market is more illiquid.
14According to the above result, multiple equilibria where investors display dierent levels
of private signal responsiveness a1 can arise. The intuition is as follows. In the rst period,
investors use their private signals to forecast the price at which they unwind their position, p2.
However, with heterogeneous information, prices are driven by fundamentals information, and
liquidity trades. The less illiquid is the second period market (i.e., the lower is 2), the weaker
is the reaction of p2 to the information contained in the second period aggregate demand, and
the easier it is for informed investors in the rst period to predict the second period price with
their signals. When  > 0, if rst period investors anticipate that their second period peers
will absorb part of their orders, they expect the market in period 2 to be more illiquid. As a
consequence, they scale down their response to private information, conveying less information
to the price and opening more speculative opportunities to second period investors. In this
case, indeed, the second period market is more illiquid. If, on the other hand, rst period
investors anticipate that investors in the second period reduce their exposure to the risky asset,
they expect a more liquid market in period 2. As a consequence, they ramp up their response
to their private signals, conveying more information to the price and narrowing the speculative
opportunities available to second period investors. In this case, thus, the market in the second
period is less illiquid. When  = 0, rst period investors anticipate unwinding their position
against the reverting demand of liquidity traders. In this case, the adverse selection component
of the second period price impact is always positive, implying that prices react more aggressively
to z2. As a consequence, rst period investors scale back their response to private information.
The existence of a negative (and small) price impact of trades, along the low illiquidity
equilibrium, is consistent with Boehmer and Wu (2006) who nd a negative association between
\uninformed" investors' imbalances and contemporaneous returns.15 Saar and Linnainmaa
(2010) in their analysis of brokers' activity in the Helsinki Stock Exchange, also nd that price
impacts of households (who are arguably uninformed) are negative. In our context, in the low
illiquidity equilibrium, the price impact is small and negative exactly because, in view of a very
informative rst period price, second period informed investors reduce their exposure to the
risky asset, implying that liquidity (i.e., uninformed) traders end up having a more relevant
role in clearing the market.
Proposition 3 claries that the responsiveness to private information and the reaction to
the estimated demand of liquidity traders (measured by (P1  E1)=E1, see (5.8)) are closely
related. Indeed, the stronger is investors' reaction to private signals, the more likely that
the latter estimate of the liquidity stock is inuenced by fundamentals information, implying
that investors chase the trend. This is what happens in the equilibrium with low second period
illiquidity. Conversely, in the equilibrium along which second period illiquidity is high, investors
scale back the responsiveness to private signals, implying that estimates of liquidity trades are
more likely to signal non-fundamentals driven orders. This justies contrarian behavior.
Other authors have argued that when private information is related to an event which occurs
beyond the date at which investors liquidate their positions, the latter act on their signals only
15In Boehmer and Wu (2006), uninformed investors are individuals, market makers, and institutions who
adopt program trades.
15if they expect them to be reected in the price at which they liquidate. This eect is responsible
for Dow and Gorton (1994)'s arbitrage chains, as well as for Froot, Sharfstein and Stein (1992)'s
herding on short term private information. In the present context a similar eect is at work.
Note, however, that the main driver in rst period investors' reaction to private signals is not
the anticipation of a strong impact of private information on the liquidation price. Indeed,
if that happened the second period market would not necessarily be liquid. It is rather the
anticipation of a lower informational advantage held by second period investors, which implies
a lower illiquidity for rst period investors when unwinding their positions that matters.
As the persistence in liquidity trading is reduced, in both equilibria rst period informed
investors speculate more aggressively on their private information:
Corollary 6. When N = 2, and  2 (0;1), in any equilibrium of the market @a1=@ < 0.
Proof. When N = 2, rearranging (5.10) yields
(a1)  2i2a1   a2u = 0:






(1 + ua2) + u(a2   a1)
< 0;
independently of the equilibrium that arises; in the high illiquidity equilibrium we have a1 <
a1 < a2  , and in the low illiquidity equilibrium a1 > a2= > a2 and 1 + ua2 < 0. 2
The intuition for this result is as follows: along the equilibrium with high illiquidity, a higher
 implies that a larger fraction of the position informed investors hold in the rst period will be
cleared by second period informed investors. This, in turn, amplies both the inventory risk and
the adverse selection risk to which rst period investors are exposed when liquidating, making
p2 less predictable and leading them to lower their response to private information. Along the
low illiquidity equilibrium, more persistent liquidity trading means that more informed investors
are escalating their responsiveness to private information, making p2 more dependent on p1. As
a consequence, individually each trader scales down his reliance on private information. Note
that as  ! 0, along the high illiquidity equilibrium a1 converges to (5.15), while along the
low illiquidity equilibrium a1 diverges. Intuitively, along the low illiquidity equilibrium, the
smaller is , the lower is the number of rst period informed investors who cannot count on the
reversion of liquidity traders to unwind their positions. As a consequence, the more aggressively
each informed investor needs to respond to private information in the rst period for second
period investors to lower their exposure to the risky asset.
We now show that the expected volume of informational trading is higher along the low
illiquidity equilibrium. Indeed, as investors step up their response to their signals, the position
change due to private information is higher along such equilibrium. Dening the volume of
informational trading as expected traded volume in the market with heterogeneous information
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Corollary 7. When N = 2, for all  2 (0;1] the expected volume of informational trading
is higher along the low illiquidity equilibrium. When  = 0 only the equilibrium with a low
volume of informational trading survives.
Proof. Rearranging the expressions for investors' strategies obtained in Corollary 5 yields
xin = anin   n, for n = 1;2. Owing to the fact that for a normally distributed random






which implies (5.16). Recall that while a2 = , in the rst period the response to private
information is higher along the equilibrium with low illiquidity: a
1 > a
1, and the result follows.









We conclude this section by showing that along the high illiquidity equilibrium, price risk
is larger. As a consequence, consistently with Corollary 4, liquidity supply is more protable.
Corollary 8. When N = 2, for all  2 (0;1] liquidity provision entails higher expected returns
along the high illiquidity equilibrium.
Proof. We need to prove that along the equilibrium with low illiquidity, price risk (captured
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1 ), this implies that Vari1[p2]
must be lower along the equilibrium with low illiquidity compared to the other equilibrium. 2
16This is consistent with He and Wang (1995).
176 Illiquidity and over-reliance on public information
In this section we investigate the implications that asynchronous liquidity needs have for over-
reliance on public information. We start by obtaining a general expression for the equilibrium
price which shows that in general asset prices are driven by investors' HOEs about the two
factors that inuence the aggregate demand: fundamentals and liquidity trades.




3)di + 3 = 0: (6.1)
At any linear equilibrium, the price will be a normally distributed random variable, which,






Replacing the above in (6.1) and solving for the equilibrium price we obtain
p3 =  E3[v] + 33;




2)di + 2 = 0;
and solving for the equilibrium price we obtain




Substituting the above obtained expression for p3 in (6.2) yields





















According to (6.3), there are three terms that form the second period price: investors' second
order average expectations over the liquidation value (  E2[  E3[v]]), the risk-adjusted impact of
the second period stock of liquidity trades (2), and investors' average expectations over second
period liquidity trades (  E2[2]). As liquidity trades are persistent, rational investors anticipate
unwinding a fraction  of their inventory (2) to third period investors, thereby aecting p3.
Due to heterogeneous information, however, 2 cannot be perfectly assessed. Thus, p2 reects
the second period market consensus over the size of liquidity traders' demand.
In the rst period, a similar argument yields
p1 =  E1
  E2















18and generalizing (6.4) to an arbitrary number of periods N we obtain






























The above expression shows that in period n the equilibrium price reects investors' HOEs over
the liquidation value and over the liquidity trades in periods n;n + 1;:::;N   1. The former
factor reects the ndings of Morris and Shin (2002), and Allen et al. (2006) who prove that








When prices are only driven by HOEs over the nal payo, they are systematically farther
away from fundamentals compared with consensus or, equivalently, they over-rely on public
information (compared to optimal statistical weights). In our context, the presence of asyn-
chronous liquidity needs implies that an additional factor adds to the weight contributed by




=  E2v + (1    E2)E2[v];  E1
  E2
  E3 [v]

=  E1v + (1    E1)E1[v];
where





(1    E2)
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denote the weights that HOEs about the nal payo assign to v in the rst and second period
price, and n = 1=Var[vjpn]. Similarly,
 En[n] = an(1   En)(v   En[v]) + n
 E1[  E2[2]] = (a2(E1    E1) + a1(1   E1))(v   E1[v]) + 1:







+ (1   Pn)En[v]:
Hence, we obtain:
Lemma 1. When  > 0, the weights the price assigns to the fundamentals in the rst and
second period are given by
P1 =  E1 +  ((1   E1)2a1 + (E1    E1)3a2) (6.7)
P2 =  E2 + (1   E2)3a2: (6.8)
19Similarly as in Allen et al. (2006), we say that at time n the price is systematically farther
away from investors' consensus opinion if the following condition holds true:
jE [pn   vjv]j >
 E
  En[v]   vjv
 : (6.9)
The above condition holds if, for any liquidation value, averaging out the impact of noise
trades, the discrepancy between the price and the fundamentals is always larger than that
between investors' average opinion and the fundamentals.17 Using the expression obtained in
Proposition 2, the following result oers two alternative characterizations of condition (6.9).
Lemma 2. At any linear equilibrium of the 3-period market the following three conditions are
equivalent:
jE[pn   vjv]j >

E
  En[v]   vjv

 (6.10)





Thus, as intuition suggests, the equilibrium price is systematically farther away from funda-
mentals compared to consensus, whenever the price overweights public information (compared
to optimal statistical weights); equivalently, whenever the price scores worse than investors'
average opinion in predicting the fundamentals.
When  = 0, it is easy to see that P1 =  E1 < E1, so that over-reliance on public
information occurs. However, as we argued is Proposition 3, when  > 0, P1 < E1 if and
only if a1 = a
1. Thus, we can immediately conclude
Proposition 4. When N = 2 and  > 0, along the equilibrium with high illiquidity the
rst period price over-relies on public information. Conversely, along the equilibrium with low
illiquidity, the price under-relies on public information.
Thus, the existence of dierent trading frequencies (due to persistence in liquidity trades)
generate an eect that can oset the gravitational pull towards over-reliance on public infor-
mation due to HOEs over fundamentals. This eect works precisely by forcing investors to
internalize the negative impact that their position unwinding has on future periods' illiquidity.
Thus, short-term investment horizons per-se do not warrant over-reliance on public informa-
tion. It is rather a matter of how heterogeneous investment horizons are across agents' types.
The need to forecast a price that reects investors' valuations which are also based on a pub-
lic signal (the equilibrium price), leads to over-reliance on public information. On the other
hand, the need to minimize the illiquidity cost borne when unwinding their positions, pushes
investors to over-rely on their private signals. Along the equilibrium with high illiquidity, the
former eect prevails and the price is driven by HOEs over the nal payo. Conversely, along
the equilibrium with low illiquidity, HOEs over the payo are subdued and prices track funda-
mentals more eciently. Our analysis thus portrays a more complex picture of Keynes' Beauty
Contest asset pricing allegory.
17Condition (6.9) can be given the following intuitive interpretation. In the market, two estimators of the
fundamentals are available: the equilibrium price, pn, and the average opinion traders hold about v,  En[v].
20Table 2 collects our results stressing the interplay between illiquidity, expected returns, price
informativeness, volume, and the impact of HOEs on asset prices.
 = 0
 2 (0;1]
High Illiq. Eq. Low Illiq. Eq.
Over-reliance on public information P1 < E1 P1 < E1 P1 > E1
Illiquidity High High Low
Expected returns High High Low
Expected volume of informational trading Low Low High
Price informativeness Low Low High
Table 2: A summary of our results. When  = 0 liquidity traders' demand is transient while
when  > 0 it is persistent.
7 Extensions
In this section we check the robustness of our conclusions, extending the model to account for
the presence of an additional trading round and for the impact of an increase in fundamentals
uncertainty.
7.1 An additional trading round
If we add an extra trading round to the market analyzed in Section 5.1, the coordination prob-
lem across dierent cohorts exacerbates, and the cardinality of the equilibrium set increases.
Intuitively, in the second period rational investors anticipate either a liquid or an illiquid third
period market. Accordingly, two dierent levels of second period equilibrium signal respon-
siveness arise. One period before, the same problem is now faced by rst period investors for
each equilibrium on which second period investors coordinate. This gives rise to four equi-
librium candidates: rst period investors anticipate low second and third period illiquidity;
alternatively, they anticipate low illiquidity in the second, followed by high illiquidity in the
third period, or high illiquidity in the second followed by low illiquidity in the third period;
nally, they may anticipate that illiquidity will stay high in both the second and third periods.
Correspondingly, four dierent levels of rst period signal responsiveness can arise.
We illustrate our ndings with a numerical simulation. In Figure 2 we plot market illiquidity
across the three trading dates (panel (a)) and the dierence between Pn and En in the rst
two trading periods (panel (b)).18 There are four equilibria, two \extreme" ones in which
illiquidity is persistently high or low across all trading dates and the price over- or under-reacts
to public information at dates 1 and 2. However, there are also two \intermediate" equilibria
18In the last trading round we know that P3 = E3.
21in which illiquidity is high (low) in the rst period and low (high) in the second period and the






















Figure 2: In panel (a) we plot jnj for n = 1;2;3, and in panel (b) Pn   En for n = 1;2,
along the four equilibria. The solid lines in panel (b) correspond to equilibria in which the
market over- (under-) reacts to public information in both periods. Correspondingly, the solid
lines in panel (a) show that when the market is over- (under-) reacting to public information
illiquidity is high (low) in both periods (along the high illiquidity equilibrium 1 = 26:9 and
2 = 3:4). The dotted lines in both panels correspond to equilibria in which the market over-
(under-) reacts in the rst (second) period and under- (over-) reacts in the second (rst) period
implying an illiquidity pattern of high (low) illiquidity in the rst period, low (high) illiquidity
in the second period and nally high (low) illiquidity in the third period. Other parameter
values are as follows: v =  = u = 1,  = :5, and  = :8.
7.2 An increase in the residual uncertainty aecting fundamentals
In this section we redene the nal liquidation value as v + , with   N(0;
 1
 ), orthogonal
to v and to all the other random variables of the model. As in our baseline model, informed
investors' private signals are only informative about v: sin = v + in. Hence,  captures a
factor that matters for the nal liquidation value and about which no investor in the market
is informed. The presence of an additional layer of fundamentals uncertainty complicates the
analysis but does not aect our main conclusion. In particular, when N = 2, we can prove the
following result:
Corollary 9. When N = 2, linear equilibria always exist.
1. If  2 (0;1] and 0 < 1= < 1, there are two equilibria in which the responsiveness to
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2 ) obtains as the unique real solution to the cubic equation 2(a
1;a2)  a2(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2 < . When an = a
n rst period investors are contrarians, while when
an = a
n , they chase the market.
2. If  = 0 or 1= ! 1, the equilibrium is unique, P1 < E1, and the second period
market is more illiquid.
Thus, an increase in the residual uncertainty that aects fundamentals loosens the relation-
ship between prices and fundamentals, crowding out informed trading { thereby eliminating
the \trend chasing" equilibrium { and prompting rational investors to act as liquidity suppliers
in view of the higher expected prots that this entails.
8 Discussion
In this section we discuss some implications of our results and relate them to the literature on
behavioral nance.
8.1 Endogenous illiquidity and High Frequency Trading
Our model can shed light on the impact that heterogeneous trading frequencies have on market
liquidity. In particular, when  > 0, we can interpret the informed traders as High Frequency
Traders (HFTs) that are able to turn around their positions at a higher speed compared to
liquidity traders. More formally, consider the 2-period case analyzed in section 5.1, and assume
that, prior to entering the market, rst period liquidity traders get to choose the fraction of
their positions that will be unwound at the end of the rst period.19 If  = 0 in the second
period there is more liquidity trading as rst period investors can unwind against  1. At the
other extreme, if  = 1, the total amount of second period liquidity trading is much smaller, as
rst and second period investors share the additional shock u2. Thus, the case  = 0 captures
the extreme situation in which the technological features of HFT are available to all liquidity
traders too, whereas when  = 1 the technological gap between HFT and liquidity trading is
maximal. Formally, the sequence of events and decisions for rst period liquidity traders is






Load 1 at p1
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Figure 3: The sequence of events and decisions of the rst period liquidity trader.
19This is similar to the discretionary liquidity traders' idea in Admati and Peiderer (1988).
23The expected prot that the rst period liquidity traders obtain from this strategy is given
by
1  E[1(v   p1) + (1   )1(p2   p1)]
=  








u < 0: (8.1)
It is easy to see that along the low illiquidity equilibrium lim!0 1 = 0, since in this case the
rst period signal responsiveness diverges at  = 0 (see Corollary 6). On the contrary, along









In general, plotting (8.1) along the two equilibria that arise with  > 0 one obtains Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Expected prot along the high illiquidity equilibrium (dotted line) and along the low
illiquidity equilibrium (continuous line) as a function of . Other parameter values are v = 10,
u = 1,  = 1,  = 1.
intersect), but the bottomline is that for  small, liquidity traders' expected losses are always
smaller along the low illiquidity equilibrium (in the second period the conclusion is immediate
given the properties of the equilibrium). This implies that if liquidity traders could choose their
trading frequency, they would equate it to the one that is available to informed investors, and set
 = 0. However, at  = 0, the low illiquidity equilibrium disappears and the only equilibrium
that is available features high illiquidity. Indeed, as argued in Corollary 6, when rst period
informed investors can count on the reversion of rst period liquidity traders' positions at the
liquidation date, the low illiquidity equilibrium can only obtain if the rst period responsiveness
is innite.
Several authors suggest that the introduction of algorithmic trading and high frequency
trading have generated a large improvement in market liquidity accompanied by a reduction in
24adverse selection risk (see, e.g. Hendershott, Jones, and Menkveld (2010)). This nding is con-
sistent with the low illiquidity equilibrium where, short of protable speculative opportunities,
informed investors in the second period lower their exposure to the risky asset (see Proposi-
tion 3), adverse selection decreases across the two periods, and the rst period price under-relies
on public information (and thus over-relies on private information, see Proposition 4).20 As
argued above, our model suggests, however, that the liquidity improvement that is brought by
HFT is not necessarily exploitable by those who are to gain the most from it, namely liquidity
traders. A further implication of our model is that with dierential information, the existence of
a discrepancy in the speed at which dierent types of investors can turn around their positions
can be responsible for indeterminacy, making liquidity dependent on a coordination problem
across dierent generations of investors, and thereby endogenously creating a source of liquidity
risk.
8.2 Illiquidity and contrarian behavior
Our model predicts that investors are contrarians, acting as dealers, when the level of private
information (as measured by the dierence Pn En) aecting the aggregate demand is low (see
Corollary 5, and Proposition 3). In this case, indeed, as the trading process does not lead to a
considerable reduction in the uncertainty on the liquidation price, the supply of liquidity entails
high expected returns (see Corollary 8). This is what occurs in the high illiquidity equilibrium.
Conversely, in the low illiquidity equilibrium, investors step up their response to private signals,
the aggregate demand is more driven by fundamentals information, and liquidity provision is
less protable. Based on this, we should expect that information on the supply of liquidity
represents a better proxy for price changes in the high illiquidity equilibrium, compared to
the low illiquidity equilibrium. Using (5.5), we can analyze the covariance between investors'
aggregate positions in period 1 ( 1) and the subsequent price change (p2) across the two












The above expression captures the idea that for investors to accept clearing the market, prices
must move in a way to allow for a risk-based compensation. Several studies (see, e.g. Hen-
dershott and Seasholes (2007)) use a measure like (8.2) to document the ability of dealers'
inventory positions to forecast future returns at short horizons. While in both equilibria the
above covariance is positive, it is easy to see that for \small" values of , Cov[ 1;p2] is higher
along the equilibrium with high illiquidity. Using the result of Proposition 3, and computing
20If we measure adverse selection at time n via the OLS conditional regression coecient of the liquidation
value over the time n informational addition, we can verify that along the low illiquidity equilibrium adverse
selection decreases between periods 1 and 2. To see this, note that along the low illiquidity equilibrium adverse
selection at time 1 is a
1 u=1, whereas at time 2 we have (a2 a
1 )u=2. As in this case a2 < 0, we look at
the absolute value and check that a
1 =1 > a
1 =2 > ja2=2j. The rst inequality is trivially always satised,
whereas the second one requires a
1 > a2=(1 + ), a condition that is always satised along the equilibrium
with low illiquidity.




















whereas along the low illiquidity equilibrium given that with  ! 0, a
1 diverges to innity
(see Proposition 3), prices become fully revealing and Cov[ 1;p2] tends to 0. Numerical
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Figure 5: The gure displays the evolution of Cov[ 1;p2] along the high illiquidity equi-
librium (continuous line) and the low illiquidity equilibrium (dotted line) as a function of .
Parameters' values are as follows:  = 1, u = v =  = 1.
gure displays the evolution of Cov[ 1;p2] along the high illiquidity equilibrium (continuous
line) and the low illiquidity equilibrium (dotted line) as a function of . When  increases, a
lower fraction of liquidity traders revert their positions, and thus rst period inventories are
a worse predictor of the next period price change along the high illiquidity equilibrium. This
explains why along the high illiquidity equilibrium Cov[ 1;p2] declines with .
The above results and Corollaries 4, 7, and 8 suggest the following interpretation for our
ndings. If price risk is high, the market is illiquid, liquidity supply is thus protable, and
informed investors act in a \market making" fashion, absorbing liquidity traders' demand with
large price concessions (and thereby earning high expected returns from liquidity provision). If,
on the other hand, price risk is low, the market is liquid, liquidity supply is not very protable,
and investors act as \trend chasers" (low price risk and thus low risk compensation). Whether
price risk is high or low depends on a coordination problem and we predict that high price
risk occurs when informed investors refrain from using private information exactly because
prices are mainly driven by liquidity shocks which are orthogonal to fundamentals. Conversely,
price risk is low when investors use private signals exactly because the main driver of asset
prices is fundamentals information. Therefore, liquidity provision is more protable when there
is little informational trading in the market. Conversely, liquidity provision is less protable
26when the market is rife with informed trading. As argued in the introduction many authors
document the existence of a positive relationship between illiquidity and expected returns. In
our model, this eect is due to the lack of participation of rational agents in their capacity of
informed investors which prevents the reduction in fundamentals uncertainty due to order ow
and private information, thus making holding the asset more risky.
This intuition allows us to put into perspective our ndings in Section 7.2. There we argued
that a shock to the residual uncertainty aecting fundamentals \crowds out" informed investors
from the market. Intuitively, a sudden increase in residual uncertainty is one of the features of
a crisis, as it implies that investors' information is a poor guide to investment decisions based
on fundamentals. In this respect, our ndings are consistent with the recent literature that
analyzes the impact of the crisis started in 2007 on investors' behavior. Nagel (2010), shows that
expected returns from contrarian strategies for Nasdaq stocks were highly positively correlated
with the level of the VIX index during the recent crisis (2007{2009).21 Distaso, Fernandes, and
Zikes (2010), supply evidence that hedge funds of dierent styles reduced their exposure to the
market when the liquidity dry up climaxed. Our model provides a theoretical interpretation for
both of these facts. Indeed, our analysis shows that investors reduce their reliance on private
information, yielding a lower volume of informational trading, and act as contrarians exactly
when due to high price risk, illiquidity and the (expected) returns due to liquidity provision
are high, and the risk to face informed investors is instead low. This suggests that part of the
spike in illiquidity documented in the literature was favored by an increase in price risk due to
a lack of participation of informed investors in their capacity of liquidity suppliers.
8.3 Relationship to behavioral nance
Our results also provide an alternative interpretation for several ndings in the literature on
behavioral nance.
Barber and Odean (2000), analyzing the trading activity of investors at discount brokerage
rms in the period 1991{1996, nd that taking into account trading costs, the average returns
of their portfolios are consistently below those of standard benchmarks. Their conclusion is that
investors are overcondent and tend to trade even in the absence of relevant information. Our
results can accommodate these ndings. In the low illiquidity equilibrium investors overreact
to their information (compared to the static solution). 22 This is because they anticipate that
at the interim liquidation date they face lower adverse selection and thus lower illiquidity, so
that their signals allow a better prediction of the liquidation price. Overreaction to private
information has two implications: (1) it heightens information impounding, lowering price risk
and reducing expected returns (Corollary 8) and (2) it yields higher volume of informational
trading (Corollary 7). Taken together the above two points provide an alternative explanation
for the pattern of poor return performance and \excessive" trading which does not rely on the
existence of behavioral biases.
21The VIX is traditionally interpreted as a measure of nancial intermediaries' risk-appetite (this is, e.g., the
interpretation in Adrian and Shin (2010)).
22Indeed, the static solution calls for a1 = , and it is easy to check that 0 < a
1 <  < a
1 .
27Our results are also related to the literature on noise traders' risk (De Long et al. (1990)).
In our setup, the inability to pin down the illiquidity of the market at which short term in-
vestors unwind their position, creates liquidity risk. This can prevent investors from acting
aggressively on their information, making prices poor indicators of the underlying liquidation
value (Proposition 3). Therefore, our paper shows that liquidity risk can play a role similar to
that of noise traders' risk in hindering the action of informed investors, and eventually making
prices worse estimators of fundamentals.
9 Conclusions
When a market is populated by short term investors, the persistence of liquidity traders' demand
implies that only a fraction of the latters' orders is bound to revert when informed investors
close out their positions. Hence, each cohort of investors unwinds part of its holdings against
the aggregate demand coming from the next period cohort, thereby shifting part of the risk
it incorporates and potentially facing an adverse selection problem at the liquidation date.
This makes portfolio decisions more sensitive to the illiquidity of the market in which investors
plan to unwind their positions. With heterogeneous information, a more illiquid market in the
future, lowers price dependence on fundamentals, reducing investors' reliance on their private
information. Conversely, when investors anticipate a more liquid future market they over-rely
on their private signals. Thus, with persistent liquidity trades and heterogeneous infomation,
short term horizons deliver multiple equilibria which can be ranked in terms of illiquidity.
We show that along the equilibria in which investors anticipate higher future illiquidity,
prices are driven by HOEs about fundamentals, and therefore over-rely on public information.
In these equilibria investors scale down their response to private signals yielding an increase in
price risk, which implies that returns from liquidity provision are higher. Indeed, it is precisely
in these equilibria that contrarian strategies are protable, as the aggregate demand for the
stock features little private information. When instead investors anticipate a more liquid market
in the future, they step up their response to private signals, reducing price risk and returns from
liquidity provision. In this case, indeed, investors are trend chasers as the aggregate demand
for the stock is rife with private information.
Our model sheds light on the implications that heterogeneous trading frequencies have for
market illiquidity. Indeed, while along the low illiquidity equilibrium, liquidity traders' losses
are minimized, this equilibrium disappears whenever trading frequencies coincide. Thus, an
implication of our analysis is that while trading at high frequencies may generate liquidity im-
provements, these improvements are not necessarily exploitable by those who are to gain the
most from it, namely liquidity traders. A further implication of our model is that with dieren-
tial information, heterogenous trading frequencies make liquidity dependent on a coordination
problem across dierent generations of investors, and thereby can endogenously create liquidity
risk.
Our model also provides a theoretical foundation to the empirical regularity that links
illiquidity to expected returns. In our story, a more illiquid market is one in which price risk
28is huge exactly because the response to private information is subdued, and investors require
a higher compensation (price concession) to hold the inventory of the risky asset. Based on
this intuition we show that a spike in the residual uncertainty that aects fundamentals causes
the impact of private information on the aggregate demand to wane, singling out as a unique
equilibrium the one in which investors are contrarians.
Finally, our paper is related to several ndings of the behavioral nance literature. As
we argued, our results can capture overreliance on private information without requiring that
investors suer from overcondence, thereby implying that patterns of high informational vol-
ume and low expected returns can be generated within a model in which, except for liquidity
traders, all investors are rational. Furthermore, as explained, liquidity risk (as opposed to noise
traders' risk) can act as a powerful deterrent to the action of short-term, informed investors,
leading prices to reect poorly the impact of fundamentals information.
Our paper raises a number of potentially interesting issues. First, as pointed out in sec-
tion 8.3, in our context short term investors' inability to eectively coordinate on one equilib-
rium creates liquidity risk, which similarly to behavioral nance noise traders' risk, is responsible
for investors' lack of action on their information and poor price informativeness. This raises
the issue of limits to arbitrage.23 Also, as argued in section 8.1, with short-term investors
persistence in liquidity trades can be seen as a reduced form for the existence of dierential
trading frequencies across investors' classes. This raises the issue of the welfare impact of High
Frequency Trading. We leave these and other issues to future research.
23For instance, short term trading can distract prices from the benchmark they achieve when all investors
have a long term horizon (Cespa and Vives (2009)).
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32A Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1
Assume that in a linear equilibrium xn =  n(pn), with n() a linear function of pn. This
implies that the market clearing equation at time n reads as follows:
xn + n = 0 ,  n(pn) + n = 0:
Hence, at equilibrium pn is observationally equivalent to n, i.e. at time n rational investors
know the realisation of the noise shock n. To solve for the equilibrium we proceed by backward














p3 =  v + 33: (A.3)


















p2 =  v + 22: (A.6)
Similar calculations show that in the rst period x1 =  
 1










Proof of Corollary 1
In the third period 3 = 1=v, implying that @3=@ = 0. In the second period, us-






which is increasing in . QED
The following lemma establishes that working with the sequence zn  fztgn
t=1 is equivalent
to working with pn  fptgn
t=1:
33Lemma 3. In any linear equilibrium the sequence of informational additions zn is observation-
ally equivalent to pn.
Proof. Consider a candidate equilibrium in linear strategies xin = ansin   'n(pn). In the rst
period imposing market clearing yields
R 1
0 a1si1   '1(p1)di + 1 = a1v   '1(p1) + 1 = 0 or,
denoting with z1 = a1v+1 the informational content of the rst period order-ow, z1 = '1(p1),
where '1() is a linear function. Hence, z1 and p1 are observationally equivalent. Suppose now
that zn 1 = fz1;z2;:::;zn 1g and pn 1 = fp1;p2;:::;pn 1g are observationally equivalent and
consider the n-th period market clearing condition:
R 1









where 'n() is a linear function, zt = atv + ut denotes the informational content of the t-th
period order-ow, and at = at   at 1,. As by assumption pn 1 and zn 1 are observationally
equivalent, it follows that observing pn is equivalent to observing zn. 2
Proof of Proposition 2
We provide this proof assuming that residual uncertainty aects the nal liquidation value
( < 1). As the reader can easily verify our argument goes through also when we set  ! 1.
To prove our argument, we proceed by backwards induction. In the last trading period traders

























 i3. An alternative way of writing the third period equilibrium price is















2 tzt) + (1   P3)a32E2[v]
P33a2 + (1   P3)a32
=
2E2[v] + (1 + )(z2 + z1)
2 + a2(1 + )
; (A.13)
zn = anv + un, and an = an   an 1.
Second Period


























(^ p2   p2):




















and 2  a2(1 + )=(
P2
t=1 t). Alternatively, in the spirit of what done for the third period
analysis











P22z1 + (1   P2)a21E1[v]
P22a1 + (1   P2)a21
: (A.22)













To compute the rst period equilibrium we can use the results of the second period analysis.
Indeed, X1(si1;z1) = (=Vari1[p2])(Ei1[p2]   p1) and using (A.20)











































and 1  a1(1 + )=(1). In the rst period too we can express the price as


















(p1   E1[v]): (A.26)
QED
Proof of Corollary 2
The rst part of the Corollary is proved in the paper. For the second part, we show how
to obtain the expression for 2, the argument for 1 being similar. Imposing market clearing
on (A.7) yields




where  E3[v] 
R 1
0 Ei3[v]di. Similarly, due to short term horizons, the second period price is
given by





























and  E2 is given by:















+ (1   P2)E2[v]: (A.28)
Comparing (6.3) and (A.28), we then see that an alternative expression for a2 is the following:
a2 = 
P2
Vari2[p3] + Vari3[v + ]
:
Given that we dene the reciprocal of market depth in period 2 as 2  P2=a2, from the last
equation we can conclude that
2 =




Proof of Corollary 3







+ (1   Pn)En[v];




(anv + un + n 1) + (1   Pn)En[v]:
Adding and subtracting (Pn=an)an 1v at the r.h.s. of the above expression and rearranging
pn = nzn +
Pn
an












Adding and subtracting (1   nan)pn 1 to the r.h.s. of (A.30) yields






















37We now prove that
Pn
an














+ (1   P3)E3[v] (A.32)









Now using the denition for P3 we obtain
P3
a3












































(1 + )(2   1)2
22i22
i3
(i3   (1 + )a2   2)
=







where we use the denition of P2 to move from the second to the third row of the above
expression. Summarizing, using the above result the second period price can be expressed as
follows:




Going back one period, we need to prove that
P2
a2







To prove this, we start by noting that
P2
a2













which in turn implies that (A.34) is correct if and only if








































































which in turn implies that









































where we use (A.38) to simplify the rst row of the above expression. This allows us to write




and completes our proof. QED
Proof of Proposition 4
Rearranging (5.5) yields




















39we can see that from the point of view of period n investors









Proof of Corollary 5
The expression for rational investors' strategies are obtained in the proof of Proposition 2,
whereas those for P2 and P1 follow immediately after rearranging (A.18) and (A.24). The
recursive equation dening the couple a1;a2 follows from (A.19) and (A.25).
QED
Proof of Proposition 3
For any  2 [0;1], in the second period an equilibrium must satisfy a2 = . In the rst
period an equilibrium must satisfy
1(a1;a2)  a12(2 + )   a2u
= a1(1 + ua2)   
2a2u = 0: (A.42)





1 + u(a2 + )  
p






1 + u(a2 + ) +
p





1. This proves that for  > 0 there are two linear equilibria.
Inspection of the above expressions for a1 shows that a
1 < a2, while a
1 > a2. This implies
that 1 > 1 for a1 = a




1 ;a2) > E1(a
1 ;a2). The result for second period illiquidity follows from
substituting (A.43) and (A.44) in 2. To see that prices are more informative along the low
illiquidity equilibrium note that in the rst period Var[vjz1] 1 = 1 = v +a2
1u. In the second
period, the price along the low illiquidity equilibrium is more informative than along the high
illiquidity equilibrium if and only if
(1 + 
2 + a2u((1   
2) + (1 + 
2)))
p




which is always true.
40To see that with  = 0, a unique equilibrium arises, note that
lim
!0
1 + u(a2 + ) +
p
1 + u(2(a2 + ) + u(a2   )2)
2u
= 1;
while, using l'Hospital's rule,
lim
!0
1 + u(a2 + )  
p







From (5.9) it then follows that in this case P1 < E1. Finally, taking the limit of 2 as  ! 0













1 ;a2) = 0. QED
Proof of Lemma 2
Note that at any linear equilibrium En[n] = an(v  En[v])+n. This, in turn, allows us to
express the equilibrium price as follows:















Thus, if Pn > En the price is closer to the fundamentals compared the consensus opinion,
while the opposite occurs whenever Pn < En.
We now prove that at equilibrium (6.11) and (6.12) are equivalent. To see this, note that





























where n  Var[vjpn] = v+u
Pn
t=1 a2
t. We can now subtract (A.46) from (A.45) and obtain
Cov







implying that the price at time n over relies on public information if and only if the covariance
between the price and the fundamentals falls short of that between the consensus opinion and
the fundamentals. QED
41Proof of Corollary 9
For any 1= > 0,  2 [0;1], in the second period an equilibrium must satisfy a2 = (1 +







1 +  + (a1)
2 u + 

   = 0: (A.48)





2u   4a2a1u + 1 +  + (a1)
2 u + ;















and thus that for any a1, there always exists a unique real solution a
2 2 (0;) to (A.48) which
denes the second period equilibrium signal responsiveness. In the rst period an equilibrium
must satisfy
1(a1;a2)  a12(2 + )   a2u
= a1(1 + ua2)   
2a2u = 0: (A.50)
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)  
p






1 + u(a2 + ) +
p





1. This proves that for  > 0 there are two linear equilibria.







According to (A.49), the numerator in the above expression is positive, and since using (A.51)
and (A.52) a
2 a
1 > 0, while a
2  a
1 < 0, we can conclude that a
2 < a





2 . This implies that 1 > 1 for a1 = a
1 and 1 < 1 otherwise.






2 ) > E1(a
1 ;a
2 ).





 )=, where i2 = v + u(a2
1 + (a2)2) + .
42To see that with  = 0, a unique equilibrium arises, note that
lim
!0
1 + u(a2 + ) +
p
1 + u(2(a2 + ) + u(a2   )2)
2u
= 1;
while, given that a2 < , and using l'Hospital's rule
lim
!0
1 + u(a2 + )  
p







From (5.9) it then follows that in this case P1 < E1.




2ua2 (2 + )
(2 + )((1 + a2u) + (2 + ))
= 0;




ua2 (2 + )
2 + 
= 0;
since, as argued above, in the limit a1 = a2 = 0. By continuity of 1 as a function of (a1;a2),
there must then exist an interval (0;
), such that for all  2 (0;
) we have 1 < 1. As an ! 0,
second period illiquidity coincides with the one of the market without private information, and
since Var[v + jsi2;p2]  Var[v + ], the result follows. QED
43